May 26, 2017
To: MTC/ABAG Plan Bay Area 2040
From: Bernard Choden
RESPONSE TO DRAFT PLAN BAY AREA 2040
The mission of the draft Plan Bay Area 2040 is a worthy one. It indicates increasing
awareness of the need for urgent action in the twin crises faced by governments,
businesses and residents in our region. These two problems are (1) climate change
and (2) price inaccessibility for living and working space.
To date, neither public nor private means have been able to solve these crises. We
need to mandate a strong regional authority that can prescribe and assist mitigation.
It has to be representative and democratically elected.
Attached is my Plan critique of the current document as well as past comments that
remain relevant today on the 2015 and 2013 MTC/ABAG Plan Bay Area. There was
no response to these past comments but I am hopeful that there is now an
opportunity for a responsive dialogue and progress on legislative actions to evolve
to a regional government.
Thank you for your attention.
Bernard Choden

TO:
RE:

MTC/ABAG Draft Plan Bay Area 2040.
Appended current comments.

Financial resources from Federal and State governments cannot be relied upon to
address regional needs. Such needs are within the scope of MTC/ABAG
responsibilities regarding business, government and residential affordability and
sustainability within the holding capacity of our increasingly endangered
environment. The comments, below update those appended from my previous
reviews.
AFFORDABILITY: According to the SF. Housing Element about 80% of
households are unable to afford housing ( approximately 280,000
households). San Francisco has among the highest costs of housing and
construction in the nation.
According to the U.S. Census, about 8% of all households in S.F. change homes
annually presumably for reasons of excess housing costs, disabilities, aging or
changes in family size, access to employment and services and other needs.
The extent of these needs have been unacknowledged by the Bay Plan and
the S.F. Housing Element. Unaffordable housing cost is responsible for the
homeless who live on the streets or in cars to have access to jobs and
services. This is a problem unsolvable by market based solutions, which
seem to be an erroneous underlying assumption of the Bay Plan ..
DISAPPEARING FEDERAL RESOURCES: Former affordable housing
resources such as "affordable housing tax credits" and Section 8 have
uncertain futures. The Bay Plan needs to identify adequate alternatives.
EXPANDED METHODS OF ANALYSIS: Tangible goods (relevant to the entire
public) and intangible goods (largely exchanges between non-governmental
or private entities) need different means of analysis and applications as
sources of finance resources and benefits. They also generate different
critical and crucial priorities of mitigations that need to be included now in
the Bay Area Plan.
To repeat previous comments, a form of "input-output" goods interactions
studies should be permanently established. (See works by Walter Isard and
Wassily Leontief). Obviously this is necessary to objectively estimate both
needs and benefits resulting from public policy. This would also provide
insight on the inflationary effects of unchecked enterprise speculation and
remedies for such inflation.
An appropriate form of prioritization for public policies is appended (Markov

Chain) and can facilitate decisions on which policies are most critical.

REGIONAL GOVERNANCE: To enable a broader and more democratic
mandate, the regions' counties should form a regional government using
'1 oint Powers Agreements." Counties, being Administrative Districts of the
State, have broader powers than cities to provide resolution of regional
critical needs that cities are unable or unwilling to provide. This process will
resolve the latent illegalities under SB 375 of the operational agency of
MTC/ABAG dictating to San Francisco, a unique Administrative District of the
State for planning oversight and environmental impacts of development and
· preempting local public challenges to environmental impacts.
IMPLEMENTATION: Assistance to local institutions can be provided by the
joint County jurisdictions through the use of Local Agency Formation
Commissions. Such a Commission could provide for a regional Urban
Development Authority as a public/private partner in the execution of
regional programs such as subsidies and insurance for affordable housing or
toxic soil remediation.
MEDIATION: An aid to public responses to government actions, such as
cumulative environmental activities, the new regional agencies could create
the position of a public "Tribune" or" Ombudsman "to monitor and direct
government responses. lt would enable cost effective and more timely justice,
which is presently often lacking.

Implementing SB375 San Francisco Bay Area Plan:

s111.,:m;mary Criiti,que: The mission of the Bay Area Plan is worthy: countering climate

-change and reduction of gas emissions. But the analysis behind the plan and the
tools proposed are incomplete and defective.

The Bay Area Plan is simplistic, lacks meaningful analysis of the region, ignores
basic tenets of good planning and does not provide for public participation. The Plan
does not provide a meaningful understanding of opportunities and constraints and
underplays negative factors, particularly seismic risks and their mitigation.
The Plan fails. to identify the resources necessary to implement it, does not identify
an institutional and economic framework for carrying it out and fails to include the
means to mitigate the severe negative effects of its implementation.
In our region, human and natural ecologies are mutually depend,;mt. Sustaining
those interdependencies counters the effects and progress of climate change. A
process based on this premise would reduce greenhouse gas emissions-a primary
mission of S8375, the legal basis of the proposed Bay Area Plan. Following is how to
do it right
l .. Regional lnput�Ou.tput Analysis: Regional Analysis centered upon regional
Input-Output matrixes needs to be core of any objective and sustainable
regional planning. �Ji.s.J;>f Regional Analysis: An Introduction to
Regional Science, by Walter Isard, provides the internationally accepted
methods for regional analysis and programs for the Bay Area. That would be
a program that is necessary to sustain providential goals of human equity
and protection of the natural environment. Flow charts for program
processes from that book are attached.
2. Genuine Public Participation: The regional plan mtJ.st have proficient,
objective expertise, public under standing and involvement in the process of
planning for effective programs. There must be a public right of appeal based
upon real significant, cumulative environmental impacts.
3. Identification of methods to implement pla-n and mitiga.te it itmpacts�
Means of effectuation and resources must b.e identified that mitigate its
effects and promotion. Simply restricting state/federal allocations of certain
revenues has limited effectiveness.
4. �arth.qua�es and J..if.e Safety: A regional plan must account for and mitigate
issues ofhfe and safety. The likely event of a major earthquake in the Bay
Area within six to thirty years must be a constraint to the placement of
functions and populations.
5. Im.:plementatien a1:1:d Equity: Some the legal means to enable effectuation
exist_ �pon which bot � "due process" and mitigation equity can be based and
mod1fied. Legal State 1mplementation examples are The New communities

A�t and the Williamson Act that also can be modified. Some of the legal
_ _
m1t1gations that are required follow:

a.

b.

c.

d.
e.

f.

Land Cost; The effects of urban land ínelas~city, "mº:1º~.~lis~i~,
pricing," must be remedied in order to provide effective in-fill
land d~velopment, Land costs must be controlled.
MutuaUy Sustainable Investment: Investments in mutu_ally
d
sustainable economic factors, like production and services, nee to
be where they can be mutually accessed by "sustainable"
infrastructures and affordable communities inclusive of housing
and services.
Tools: A public-private partnership must be created that can
create affordable investments where they need to be. For example,
Urban Development Corporations in many countries provide the
means of underwrinng and enabling these goals. New towns exist
as facts on the ground that work
Tools: Revenue creation, expenditures and accountabilities are
needed regionally to ensure equity and mitigation.
Effectîye Re.gíonal Governance: Effective regional representative
government must exist as the basis for planning, programs and
effectuation of regional plans.
Legal Confücts: There are illegalities that must be mitígated or
challenged:
• The present process imposes on San Francisco County, an
administrative district of the state, directives and funding
for development by admìnistratíve, unrepresentative none
governments that is probably illegal.
• Large portions of the population and its institutions will be
deprived of their equities and intangible rights and needs
without mitigations or the means or rights of appeal.
Taking equity without payment is illegal.

Coadusieíft: So far the Bay Area Plan is an enterprise in which none of us can be

stakeholders. The existing process of analysis and proposed implementation is inept
and probably politically perverse. Projections of employment investments appear
to be strongly repetitive of an earlíer study by the SF Chamber of Commerce and SF
Mayor Newsom's office. That trend analysis study, unsurprisingly, and wrongly,
indicated that major future job creation would be with education, finance and real
estate. It did so without any analytical relatíonships to the necessary regional
economy and governments that sustains these long-termed functions. The Bay Area
Plan for now is deceptive in that it keeps the public in ignorance whereby it uses a
façade of noble purposes to achieve greedy, destructive ends.
To base mitigations for climate change and gas emissions on transportation policies
is sìmphstíc. It is also destructive to ecological, social and economic needs. It's
u~1fair. It's tim~ t? redirect t!1e effort and avoid inequity, human displacement,
higher gas ermssions and misplaced authority. To prevent such misguided
proposals, the public will need lasting leadershíp, expertise, organization and
funding.
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To: MTC Planning Co.mmitt.ee/A.BAG Administrative Committee for the Draft Phm
Plan Bay Area
Fr: Bernard Choden,
June 10, 2013
Re: Response to "Potential Revisions in Response to Comments"
The mission of the Bay Area Plan. is worthy. But ana.lys,is behind the plan and tools
proposed are incomplete and d,efective.
The attached critique provides a proposal for the achievement of our mutual goals"

Underlying my critiq,1.e is the nect'ssity to maintain the significancl:! of CEQA criteria
for cumula1ive environmental lmpacts as a basis for achievement of SB 375
objectivc;s including that of creating an enduring,. alterable Bay Plan. It is, in my
opinion, that implementation of the Bay Plan be appealable by local entiti.es when
local environmental impacts read1 a level of being significant Those impa:cts
concern, by mandate, life/safety, and the inevitable changes in the emnronment and
the needs of our communities as they evolve.
l am available to share my considerable experi ence on these issues v1tith you.
Thank your for your attention,
Sincerely,

.
..
,...
,_.
�. C1-Bernard Cho<ien

f.Q�cerm.s -��- - ��-.ffl" $,t�*�t1

led "anti sprawl" law, was signed by California Governor
Sl337�-i, Steinber g's so20-cal
. lt contains
s
·
o
s,Neeping changes in r12gional planning
Schwartt.en-egger in
to reductions in gas emissions through the California Air
back
q
linked
re uirements
Resources Board and manrfated "sustainable" regional gro'Virth plans for ea.ch of
Californla's 1.7 regional areas, Thus five years later, the As.sociation o:f l�s.y Area
Governrnents (AB.AG), the regional plcmning agency for the Bay Area has created the
"Bay Area Plan". Regional Housing Needs Assessments based on jobs are part of
this process, as ,Mell as specified breaks from the California Emriromne-ntaJ Quality
Act. The principal bre.a.k is to exeropt ne.,N housing w�thin 1/2. mile of approved major
transit Jines from lo.cal revi-e-'ilV and appeals. Funding decisions ,md pass·- through by
state ;cm.cl other regi.onal agencies are to be consistent ·with Bay Area. Phut
Despite San Francisco's Planning Director assurance that all is well, this B,ay Area
Plan, as presently strnc11.\red, risks the unintended d.eteriorntion of San Francis.co's
quality oflife as the most dense and transiHich city in rhe region and the lessened
involvement of its citizens in land usl� planning. it can limit future options and
flexihflityin nneeting chan.gh'1g conditions hthe Bay region.

l. NO TIME LIMIT ON THE MANDATE - Inevitable change, he it sea rise,
earthquake, epidemii:s and technological shifts require collaborative
flexible
mitigations_ from aH a.ffected jurisdiclions. The Bay Plan is a top down
bureaucratic p·rocess, not a living plan.
2. tos.s OF APPEAL RIGHTS - Only litigations and state
legtslatJwe acti.nns will
be ava.lla.hle
3. DEFECTS IN LOCAL PLANl\HNG ASSUMPTIONS
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San Francisco while, illogically, the Bay Plan will encourage housing
developm,ent inside of the city,
.,
6. JOBS/HOUSING LINKAGE iPALLlßLE --As a result of economi~ d1sp~rsaJ, we
will have the incongruous situation of city residents commuting to Jobs

outside of the city as now exampled with Silicon Valley commutes. Gas
emissions will increase given the functional lìkelìhood that public

transport?,ttion cannot be supported for such dispersed services.
The city's controls in the Housing Element for housing development are
largely unenforceable with regard protection of housing costs and needs for
the 80 to 90 percent of the city's residents who wíll not be able to afford
market-rate housing costs. Therefore we must anticipate continuance under
the Bay Plan for current practice regarding housing development. That
housing will be for new higher income residents commuting to hi,gher paying
jobs outside of the city while current middle income residents continue to be
displaced elsewhere due to housing un-affordability and the continuing loss
of unsustainable investments in local jobs.
The damage to the economic and social vitality of the city wíll be irreparable.
7. INADEQUATE ENVIRONMENTAL PRESERVATYON - Private lands requires
more environmental protection especially in the outer "greenbelt" countìes,
One means that should be explored is strengthening the Vlfilliamson Act. That
act, if enhanced, would permanently protect "greenbelt" open space uses by
exchanging development rights for abatement of property taxes and other
local fees.
8. LACKS LEGAUTY - The County of San Francisco is an '' Administrative
District of the State." O-espite current State mandate, that an unelected

regional use allocation agency can superimpose its plan implementation on
the County of San Francisco is most likely illegal.

The imme~·iª? of an unworkable Bay Area Plan requires both city and state review
and 11·emed1aL10nat the legtsìatíve level. Failing that, "injunctive
sought,

relief' should he

To: MTC Planning Committee/ABAG Admini�ative Committee for the Draft Pl�n
Plan Bay Area
Fr: Bernard Choden

June '.1.0, 2013
Re: Response to "Potential Revisions in Response to Comments"
The mission of the Bay Area Plan is worthy. But analysis behind the plan and tools
proposed are incomplete and defective.
The attached critique provides a propQsal for the achievement of our mutual goals.
Underlying my critique is the necessity to maintain the sign,ificance of CEQA criteria
for cumulative environmental impacts as a basis for achievement of SB 375
objectives indu-ding that of creating an enduring, alterable Bay Plan. It is. in my
opinion, that implementation of the Bay Plan be appealable by local entities when
local environmental i-mpacts reach a level of heing significant Those impacts
concern. by mandate, life/s�fety. and the inevitabl'e changes in the �nvironment and
the needs of our communities as they evolve.
1 am available to share my considerable experience on these issues with you.
Thank your for your attention,
Sincerely.
Bernard Choden

AN AFFORDABLE CITY
San Francisco has ·become a pî.ggy bank for cheap, speculative money. The city has

reached beyond íts holding capacity to sustain its habitability and economy. As a
result, San Francisco has monumental inflationary costs for land, housing and a
sustainable economy. This inflation has created the highest cost of housing and
doing business in the nation. Further, our natural environment has been over
exploited beyond our ability to sustain it
The leadership of this city has failed to meaningfully mitigate the destructive effects
of inflation.
In this contentious election year, there is national angst on inequalities of income
and overconcentratìon of wealth. In San Francisco, in 2016, our civic angst echoes
these concerns especially in terms of affordability of housing. Some viable and
seemingly effective pallíatìves being proposed: requiring a higher percentage of
ìnclusionary housing (over 25% vs. 12%) and giving density (and height) bonuses
for building addìtìonal affordable units.
There are assertions these palliatives will benefit developers by lowering land costs
supposedly discounted because of the newly stringent requirements and/or will
benefit mostly affluent tenants and buyers, along with some people of lesser income,
by increasing supply of primarily mìdríse to high-rise housing units. Concerns on
the seismic and infrastructure capacity of the city haven't been addressed.
The fatal flaw in the proposed in the palliatives derives from the economics of San
Francisco real estate market and the inexorable upward push of inflation.
Two sources for this inflationary process have been ignored.
l. A major source of cheap, speculative financing is overseas money derived

from financial "derivatives" based on US government loans to overseas
investors and overseas sovereign wealth government investors. The Federal
government should define whether this money is legal and, also, what to do
about it.
·
2. Our urban land is a limited resource. Space and seismic underpínníng limit
its' potential for development Such urban land constitutes "monopolies in
space." Land cost under such conditions becomes inflated in costs relative to
the value of what is built upon it regardless of the technology used to
mitigate seismic problems and preservation and development costs,
Under normal economic conditions, development ceases or fonctions change
when

such land becomes

to~ costly. Ho'Never, in. San Francisco

cheap

speculative money can continue to exploit land investment as it has in
Manhattan, London and Singapore. Stimulating San Francisco's speculative

market rate housing investments is the political promise of cheap paper
rights to build in some politically promised future. Further, If market rate
buildings are built with cheap money, they cab remain profitably largely
empty.
There are sorne solutions based on the premise that under inflationary
conditions, land must be considered as public goods essential to sustain the
city's communities and environments. Development ofland for public needs,
therefore, requires mitigations as follows:
a. Through honest planning limit the amount, intensity of use and
placement of its uses.
b. Apply a speculative value tax on land costs that exceeds the
normal proportion of land to development costs.
c. Public ownership ofland either as payment for public assistance
by acquiring public ownership of ground titles and/or as a
public/private partnerships for the preservation and development
of affordable housing and support of it's diverse needs. Revenues
from this process would be primarily in the form of:
1. proportionate return revenues from public investments.
2. ground rents.
Together these revenues would help offset other public
subsidies necessary to deal with the effect of land scarcity on
diverse community needs.
d. Direct public subsidies to developers or partnership investments
with developers to create fully affordable housing and business at
the rate necessary to meet the yearly needs of thousands of many
households and enterprises in this city who must change
occupancy but cannot do so in SF.
e. The County, as an administrative district of the state can create a
public development corporation to act as a preservation and
development partner to private enterprise using the Local Agency
Formation Commission process.

This city has the resources and potential to deal with the finite limit of land that are
affordable and meet the holding capacity limitations of this area by means that
lower the costs of private and private preservation and development.
To the contrary, inclusionary housing solutions for, so-called, affordable housing are
not reasonable public options. They raise costs to both developers and the city in
ways that add to the inflationary process in terms of the cumulative citywide
investments processes. It is a process that appeals to our leaders tendencies to meet
our urgent needs with media palliatives that are weak and meaningless.

There is no "free market" just as there ís no free lunch or invisible hand. The need is
now and it's urgent to change our ways or to change our leadership.

Bernard Choden

